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Abstract  Özet 

Polymer injection is a chemical EOR process, where the aim is to improve 
sweep efficiency of water flooding in an oil reservoir by increasing the 

water viscosity with the thickening effect of polymer injected with water. 

A random walk particle tracking model is developed to simulate the 
injection of polymer into an oil reservoir and it is integrated into an open 

source black-oil reservoir simulator (SINTEF’s MATLAB Reservoir 

Simulation Toolbox, MRST). The black-oil simulator solves the set of 
partial differential equations describing multiphase fluid flow in the 

porous medium, whereas the transport of the injected polymer due to 

advection and dispersion processes is obtained from the applied random 
walk method. The finite difference/finite volume discretizations of the 

continuity equations applied in MRST does not involve the physical 

dispersion processes. The dispersion observed on the results are called the 
numerical dispersion and are due to the numerical discretization methods 

applied to solve the continuity equations. Since dispersion in porous media 

is a scale dependent process, it is hard to quantify its coefficient by 
experiments or empirical equations in general. The random walk method 

to model the transport of injected polymer in the reservoir is independent 

of discretization. Hence, it does not involve numerical dispersion. Instead, 
the physical dispersion due to, for instance, the tortuosity of flow path or 

the adsorption of polymer in porous media can be included into the model. 

Therefore, we used the method to analyze the effect of dispersion 
coefficient. Increased dispersion coefficient causes the results to converge 

to actual MRST solution with increased uncertainties of polymer 

concentration. The dispersivity of a reservoir in simple one-dimensional 
problems can be determined with the method. 

 Petrol rezervuarına su ile birlikte polimer enjeksiyonu, polimerin 
kalınlaştırıcı etkisi ile su viskozitesini yükselten ve rezervuardaki süpürme 

etkisini arttıran kimyasal geliştirilmiş petrol üretimi (EOR) yöntemidir. 

Polimer enjeksiyonun modellenmesi için rastlantısal parçacık hareket 
izleme yöntemi ile bir model geliştirilmiş ve bu model bir açık kod üç fazlı 

rezervuar simülatörü (SINTEF'in MATLAB Reservoir Simulation 

Toolbox, MRST) ile entegre edilmiştir. Rezervuar simülatörü gözenekli 
ortamda üç fazlı akışı tanımlayan kısmı diferansiyel denklemleri çözerken, 

enjekte edilen polimerin gözenekli ortamdaki dağılma ve taşınımını 

tanımlayan denklemler rastlantısal hareket yöntemiyle çözülmüştür. 
MRST'de süreklilik denklemlerine uygulanan sonlu fark / sonlu hacim 

ayrıştırma teknikleri fiziksel dağılım süreçlerini içermez. Sonuçlarda 

gözlenen dağılım, sayısal dağılım olarak adlandırılır ve süreklilik 
denklemlerini çözmek için uygulanan sayısal ayrıştırma yöntemlerinden 

kaynaklanır. Gözenekli ortamdaki dağılım ölçek bağımlı bir parametre 

olduğundan, deneysel veya gözlemsel olarak ölçülmesi zordur. Enjekte 
edilen polimerin taşınmasını modellemek için kullanılan rastgele yürüyüş 

yöntemi sayısal ayrıştırma içermediğinden sayısal dağılım problemi 

içermez. Akış yolunun kıvrımına veya gözenekli ortamlarda polimerin 
adsorpsiyonuna bağlı fiziksel dağılımı gibi olaylar bu modele dahil 

edilebilir. Bu nedenle dağılma katsayısının etkisini analiz etmek için 

rastlantısal parçacık hareket izleme yöntemi kullanılmıştır. Artan dağılım 
katsayısı, sonuçların artan belirsizlikle birlikte gerçek MRST çözümüne 

yaklaşmasına neden olmaktadır. Basit tek boyutlu problemlerde bir 

rezervuarın dispersiyonu, bu yöntemle belirlenebilir. 

Keywords: Enhanced oil recovery, Polymer injection, Particle tracking 

method, Dispersion 
 Anahtar Kelimeler: Geliştirilmiş petrol üretimi, Polimer enjeksiyonu, 

Parçacık izleme metodu, Dağılım 

1 Introduction 

Polymer injection is one of the chemical enhanced oil 

recovery (EOR) methods that is used as a mobility control 

tool in petroleum reservoirs. The aim is to increase 

displacing phase viscosity and displacement efficiency [1]. 

Swollen polymer molecules in a good solvent (i.e. injection 

water) causes the polymer solution to have a higher flow 

resistance than regular waterflooding. Viscosity increase 

effect is the result of higher polymer concentration in 

solution [2]. Permeability reduction occurs due to polymer 

molecules being entrapped in small pore spaces and polymer 

molecules being adsorbed on rock surfaces during the 

polymer flooding [3]. Sheng (2011) states that the shear 

stress and interfacial viscosity between oil phase and injected 

polymer are important factors in polymer flooding as well 

[1]. These help polymer solutions to have higher push-pull 

force on oil droplets and oil droplets to move from dead-ends 

of porous medium. 

The set of partial differential equations (PDE) describing 

multiphase fluid flow in the porous medium are used to 

develop a reservoir model and solve to forecast reservoir 

performances under different applications. However, 

although this approach needs minimum amount of 

simplifying assumptions [4], numerical dispersion errors are 

involved while solving the continuity equations in these 

simulators [5]. 

Increasing the grid number in a simulation to an 

acceptable number can reduce the numerical dispersion 

effect. However, it also increases the memory requirement 

of the simulations [6]. Moreover, increasing the grid block 

number is sufficient to some level only. Effect of increased 

number of grids on numerical dispersion in regular 
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waterflooding and polymer flooding examples shows that the 

error does not disappear with finer grids [7]. 

Changes in reservoir flow velocity in porous medium 

adds the effect of extra and uneven mixing of chemicals. This 

added effect of mixing besides molecular diffusion is called 

dispersion. In a highly convective flow environment, 

dispersion coefficient and velocity are proportional. If a 

porous medium is assumed to have constant inhomogeneity 

factor, average grain size and diffusion coefficients, the 

dispersivity parameter can be defined as the ratio of 

dispersion coefficient and velocity. The highly scale 

dependent parameter is defined by experiments or empirical 

equations [8]. 

The random-walk particle tracking method is used to 

simulate flow in different studies. The method solves the 

advection and diffusion/dispersion of chemicals without 

numerical solutions of PDE’s, therefore is virtually free of 

numerical dispersion errors [9]. The method can be modified 

to inspect the effect of dispersivity in a reservoir since it does 

not involve the numerical dispersion problem. This study 

uses MATLAB Reservoir Simulation Toolbox (MRST), an 

open-source code developed by SINTEF Applied 

Mathematics in Oslo [10], to apply the random-walk particle 

tracking method. The method is applied in MRST’s polymer 

injection module to analyze the effect of dispersivity on the 

performance of polymer flooding.   

2 Methodology 

MRST is a tool for fast prototyping and demonstrating 

new reservoir modeling methods and concepts working with 

MATLAB. MRST involves several basic reservoir 

characterization modules and flow functions, and several 

add-on modules that can be applied for more specific cases 

and models [10]. Random walk method is applied in MRST 

to solve for polymer transport equation in the study. This 

section involves basic information on MRST and its working 

principal, random walk method and its equations, and the 

application of method to MRST. 

2.1 MRST model 

MRST model reads the ECLIPSE, Schlumberger’s 

industry-standard simulator data structures, and creates so 

called a simulation deck to define the model objects, which 

include the physical model, variables of the reservoir state, 

and simulation schedule of the problem at hand in the 

MATLAB environment. The grid system is generated using 

ECLIPSE’s form of input data. The governing equations (the 

system of partial differential equations describing 

multiphase flow in the porous media and the equations for 

imposed conditions including the well control equations and 

specified flux or pressure values at the boundaries of the 

porous media) are discretized following multidimensional 

Taylor’s series expansion scheme using Automatic 

Differentiation (AD) method. AD method linearizes the 

discretized equations with respect to unknown variables 

using the predefined analytical derivatives of the elementary 

arithmetic operations and the all the mathematical functions 

which appear in the discretized equations. The linearized 

system of equations is solved by Newton’s iteration method 

to obtain the primary unknown variables (the grid cell 

pressures and phase saturations, the well flow rates or 

pressures) [2]. 

2.2 Random walk particle tracking method 

A statistical physics method can be used to find the 

solution to diffusion and dispersion problems that occur in 

porous medium, called random walk method [5]. The 

molecular diffusion of the molecules in a solution can be 

calculated with Equation (1) below, if the system is not 

injected with chemicals before t = 0, and the injected 

chemical amount is N at origin x = 0 in the system [1]: 

 

𝐶(𝑥, 𝑡) =  
𝑁

√4𝜋𝐷0𝑡
exp (−

𝑥2

4𝐷0𝑡
) (1) 

 

𝐶(𝑥, 𝑡) is in mol/cm. 𝐷0 is the diffusion coefficient in 

cm2/s. Chemical concentration is equal to 0 except at the 

origin at the beginning of injection. At the origin C→ ∞. The 

equation of concentration distribution has similarities with 

Gaussian distribution function: 

 

𝑛(𝑥) =
𝑁

√2𝜋𝜎2
exp (−

𝑥2

2𝜎2
) (2) 

 

With the similarities between Equations (1) and (2), 

diffusion coefficient and variance can be related as: 

 

𝜎2 = 2𝐷0𝑡 (3) 

 

Mean diffusion length of a chemical can be estimated as 

statistics states. Under Gaussian distribution, 68% of the 

original mass travels the distance given in Equation (4) 

below [1]. 

 

𝜎 = √2𝐷0𝑡 (4) 

 

Probable distance travelled by a particle with respect to 

diffusion in random walk method in a time step can be 

calculated from Equation (5) below [11], where, 𝒩(𝜉) is a 

sample from a normal distribution with zero mean and unit 

variance: 

 

∆𝑥𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑 = 𝒩(𝜉)√2𝐷0Δ𝑡 (5) 

 

𝒩(𝜉) =
𝑒−

1
2

𝜉2

√2𝜋
 (6) 

 

Positions of the particles at each time step n is updated 

as: 

 

𝑥𝑖
𝑛+1 = 𝑥𝑖

𝑛 + 𝜐𝑤
𝑛 ∆𝑡 + ∆𝑥𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑 (7) 

 

where 𝜐𝑤
𝑛 ∆𝑡 is the advection term for the particle and 𝑣𝑤 

is the water phase velocity obtained from the simulator since 

the chemicals are assumed to be travelling only in water 

phase. 
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2.3 Application in MRST 

In random walk particle tracking method particles are 

initialized and moved, then the concentration profile of 

polymer is calculated and its effects to the system are added. 

MRST normally solves all continuity and polymer equations 

by itself and give related information at each time step. 

For initialization of the particles, total number of 

particles to be injected is decided and the mass of each 

polymer particle is calculated from the simulation time and 

to be injected polymer mass data. All particles are initialized 

at the injection location at t = 0 and a determined number of 

particles are released to the system at each time step. 

Movement of particles consists of advection and 

dispersion. MRST gives phase fluxes at each time step 

during the simulation at cell centers as averages. Water phase 

velocity is calculated from this flux information and for 

particles’ exact positions inside a grid, interpolated water 

phase velocity field is used. 𝜐𝑤
𝑛 ∆𝑡 term in Equation (7) 

introduces the advection of particles. Dispersion is 

introduced within Equation (5) by replacing the diffusion 

coefficient with dispersion coefficient, 𝐷𝐶 . This value is 

obtained by multiplying the typical diffusion coefficient with 

the dispersivity of the porous medium. Dispersivity of the 

porous medium is a scale dependent parameter and 

calculated experimentally or empirically as stated before. [8] 

gives an empirical correlation in their study, which includes 

laboratory core floods and field data collected from different 

formation types. Equation (8) given below is used for the 

dispersivity in this study: 

 

𝛼𝐿 = 0.044𝐿1.13 (8) 

 

The dispersion effect added calculations is the 

longitudinal dispersion, which occurs in the gross fluid flow 

direction. There is also the phenomena of transverse 

dispersion, however transverse dispersion and dispersivity 

are not studied much in the literature and the studies made 

show that their effects can be negligible compared to 

longitudinal dispersion and dispersivity [1]. 

Polymer effects are added by calculating the 

concentration profile in the system. The particles present in 

each grid are counted and the mobile mass is divided by 

water inside the grid to calculate polymer concentration. 

Concentration calculation equation is given below: 

 

𝑐 =
𝑚𝑝

𝑉Φ𝑆𝑤

 (9) 

 

where: 

𝑐 = Concentration, kg/m3 

𝑚𝑝 = Mobile polymer mass in the cell, kg 

𝑉 = Volume of the cell, m3 

Φ = Porosity 

𝑆𝑤 = Water saturation 

 

After the concentration is calculated, the amount of 

polymer that can be adsorbed by the rock surface is 

calculated at each time step. The input file includes the 

adsorption capacity of the rock for the porous medium as a 

table. The adsorption effect is added by reducing an equal 

mass with respect to adsorbed polymer amount from each 

particle in the cell. Adsorption procedure is assumed 

irreversible in the model. Equations used for adsorption 

calculations are given below: 

 
𝑚𝑎𝑑𝑠

𝑛 = ℳ𝜌𝑟𝑉(1 − Φ(1 − 𝑆𝑑𝑝𝑣)) (10) 

 

𝑚𝑟𝑒𝑑 =
𝑚𝑎𝑑𝑠

𝑛 − 𝑚𝑎𝑑𝑠
𝑛−1

𝒩
 (11) 

 

where: 

𝑚𝑎𝑑𝑠
𝑛  = Mass of polymer that can be adsorbed by the cell 

at the current time step, kg 

ℳ = Mass of polymer that can be adsorbed by unit mass 

of rock, kg 

𝜌𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘 = Density of rock, kg/m3 

𝑆𝑑𝑝𝑣 = Dead pore volume 

𝑚𝑟𝑒𝑑 = Particle mass to be reduced due to adsorption, kg 

𝒩 = Number of particles in the cell 

3 Description of test case 

In our study, a three-dimensional MRST dataset obtained 

from MRST EOR module polymer examples is modified to 

have a one-dimensional problem. The first and last grid cells 

of the system has the injection well and the production well 

respectively in the scenario. Complete mixing of polymer 

with water is assumed. The model domain dimensions are 

200 m in the x-direction, 20 m in the y-direction, and 4 m in 

the z-direction and has no flow boundary conditions. 

Reservoir porosity and permeability are taken constant and 

are 30% and 100 mD respectively. Dead pore volume and 

rock density are given as 5% and 2000 kg/m3. Residual 

resistance factor (RRF), which is a rock mineral and polymer 

chemistry dependent parameter, is the ratio between water 

relative permeability before, and after polymer flood, is 

taken 1.1. RRF is used in the calculations of permeability 

reduction effect. Water injection rate and the concentration 

of polymer injected with it are continuous during the 

simulation time and taken 10 m3/day and 0.8 kg/m3 

respectively. Typical diffusion coefficient is taken as 4 x 10-

10 m2/s [1]. Total simulation duration is 500 days and each 

time step is taken 0.5 days. 

Polymer viscosity multiplier and polymer adsorption 

curves are given as a table in the input file. Their plots are 

given in Figure 1 and 2 respectively. 

Number of blocks can be increased in order to reduce the 

effect of numerical dispersion in reservoir simulations. After 

solving the problem described above with MRST model with 

different number of grids, the optimum number of grids is 

decided to be 400 for this case since the numerical dispersion 

does not disappear and the computation time increases if the 

grid number is increased further [7]. 

100 particles per time step is released to the system 

during the simulation time. Each particle released has the 

same polymer mass data, then their mass is reduced at each 

time step according to the adsorption capacity of the rock 

with respect to the grid they are present. Calculated polymer 

concentration profile is used at the next time step for polymer 

effect calculations. 
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Figure 1. Viscosity multiplier 

 

 

Figure 2. Polymer adsorption curve 

 

4 Results and discussion 

The problem described is solved with MRST and random 

walk particle tracking method, the results are compared for 

concentration and saturation profile movements, and 

production curves. Two saturation fronts are observed in the 

polymer injection scenarios, the first front is caused by the 

increased water saturation in the upstream with injection, 

which is denoted with green in the first saturation profile 

figure, and the second front following at the connection point 

of polymer water and connate water, which is denoted with 

orange in the same figure, as expected [12]. 

Figure 3.a and 3.b shows the concentration and saturation 

profile movements at different time steps during the 

simulation. Location of the particles are also scattered on the 

concentration profile graphs. However, only one fifth of total 

number of particles are plotted for easy visualization. Most 

of the particles lose all of their masses due to adsorption. 

Therefore, the particles ahead of the concentration front are 

not plotted. 

The fluctuations seen on both profiles are caused by the 

random nature of the method. However, injection 

concentration of both MRST and random walk profiles agree 

with each other. The concentration and saturation profiles of 

the MRST model moves faster with the effect of numerical 

dispersion than particle model. Numerical dispersion causes 

the MRST profile to have a curved nature and simulates 

polymer reaching earlier to the production well, while 

particle model has a steep front. When four different 

realizations are run and compared with the MRST 

production profile, all realizations give almost the same 

result as seen in Figure 3. 

  

 

Figure 3.a. Polymer concentration and saturation profiles 

 

The oscillations are the result of the random nature of the 

method. Since probable distance traveled by a particle with 

respect to diffusion in each time step involves a random 
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sample from a normal distribution with zero mean and unit 

variance, and polymer concentration is calculated from the 

mobile mass inside each grid, we do not see a smooth 

concentration profile throughout the system. Increasing the 

total number of particles injected to the system can reduce 

the oscillations but they do not disappear. Moreover, 

increasing the number of particles also result in a longer 

computational time. 20 particles in a cell is stated as the 

optimum number to calculate the profile properly by [5]. 

Using small number of particles increase the uncertainty 

since the masses of each particle is too much and there are 

not enough particles in the cells during the simulation. Figure 

4.a and 4.b shows the effect of total number of particles to 

the system. 

 

Figure 3.b. Polymer concentration and saturation profiles 

 

 

Figure 4.a. Polymer concentration profile with different 

number of particles 

 
 

Figure 4.b. Polymer concentration profile with different 

number of particles 

 

In an advection dominant flow, the movement of the 

flood front is expected to be piston like. However, if the 

heterogeneity of the porous medium is high, flow becomes 

dispersion dominant. Since dispersion phenomena is not 

solved in the MRST system and it only comes from 

numerical errors. In order to see the effects of higher 

dispersion coefficients, the default dispersion coefficient 

used in the particle model is modified and polymer 

concentration profiles are compered on 200th day of 

simulation in Figure 5: 

The uncertainties of polymer concentration increase with 

increasing dispersion coefficient. We also see some particles 

moving too fast and creating a small polymer concentration 

ahead of the flood front. When the production curves are 

plotted, it is seen that with increasing dispersion coefficient, 

the profiles converge more to MRST profile. The 

fluctuations on the production curve before breakthrough 

also increases but the general profile is easily 

distinguishable. 

5 Conclusions 

Random walk particle tracking method is implemented in 

MRST model to simulate polymer injection and analyze the 

effect of dispersion coefficient in this study. 

A three-dimensional polymer injection scenario dataset 

is modified to have a one-dimensional problem and both 

MRST and particle models are run on the same problem for 

comparison. Random walk particle tracking model solves the 

polymer advection and diffusion/dispersion equation to add 

the effect of polymer to the system, and removes the effect 

of numerical dispersion on polymer continuity equation. 
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Figure. 5. Effect of dispersivity coefficient 
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The conclusions drawn can be listed as: 

1. Random walk particle tracking method allows user to 

see effects of dispersion in the porous medium. 

Increasing dispersivity of the porous medium increases 

the uncertainties of the results, however flow and 

production profiles agree with MRST model. 

2. True dispersivity of a simple one-dimensional system 

can be decided through history matching using random 

walk particle tracking method. 

3. The uncertainties caused by the random nature of the 

method can be lowered by increasing the number of 

particles injected, using finer grids, or using shorter 

time steps. However, each of these solutions does not 

improve the results much after some point, and 

computation time of the simulation increases. The 

oscillations can also be reduced by using smoothing 

methods. On the other hand, smoothing methods would 

add some degree of numerical errors. 
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